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On the subject of policy governing the 
projected Clinton-Yeltsin suminitry 
by Lyndon H. LaRouche, Jr. 

A memorandum dictated on March 23, 1993, from Roches
ter, Minnesota, where Mr. LaRouche is held as a political 
prisoner at the Federal Medical Facility. 

This is former presidential candidate Lyndon LaRouche 
speaking on the twenty-third of March, on the tenth anniver
sary of President Reagan's public televised announcement of 
the Strategic Defense Initiative. 

I reference the current crisis in Russia and other states 
in the context of the scheduled meeting between Russian 
President Boris Yeltsin and U.S. President William Clinton. 

The worst crisis facing the world 
First of all, the thing that must be generally recognized, 

as I am happy to note that Secretary of State Warren Christo
pher has underscored, publicly at least, is that the current 
crisis in Russia, is, by its rather immediate near-term to 
medium-term implications, the worst crisis facing the world 
in general and the United States-United States foreign poli
cy in particular; and secondly, that no mere bandaids within 
the present policy structures of the United States or Interna
tional Monetary Fund can possibly succeed in ameliorating, 
let alone contributing to solving, the crisis in Russia. 

The root of the problem is the absolute disastrous, cata
strophic failure of the Bush and Thatcher administrations in 
Britain and the United States to respond intelligently to the 
opportunity for building long-term peace represented by the 
collapse of what Mr. Winston Churchill once called the Iron 
Curtain. 

Following the events of November 1989, had the United 
States and Britain fostered economic cooperation for infra
structure and industrial and agricultural development of the 
former states of the Warsaw Pact alliance in Eurasia, and had 
the United States cooperated, together with France and with 
Germany, in this effort, we could have no doubt have had 
the foundations of long-term peace throughout much of this 
planet. But the greatest folly in modem history perhaps was 
created under the leadership of Mrs. Thatcher and President 
George Bush, in imposing upon the Russian and eastern 
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European economies, monetary .and economic policies 
which must be judged in terms of tqeir effect to be clinically 
insane-economic and related policies which have brought 
on this crisis in Russia, this potel)tial strategic crisis, this 
potential seed of a future general wjU". 

I believe that Secretary Christopher's statement captures 
some aspects of this, and helps by making the situation 
known to a broader circle-sounds the alarm, I think, is the 
appropriate term. 

Attack on Central Europe's southern Bank 
In addition, rather than use the potentials of Central Eu

rope-partiCUlarly the French-German axis of economic co
operation-as a springboard for solying the problems of reor
ganization of the economic potenti;al of eastern Europe and 
the former Soviet Union, under: the leadership of Mrs. 
Thatcher's government, forces thrQughout Europe and else
where, attacked unified Germany a� a potential Fourth Reich, 
as the major geopolitical danger to t;he interests of the Anglo
Americans, and sought to lure Gor�achov, the partner of the 
Anglo-Americans, into collaboratipn with the launching of 
British and American assets among the Serbs of Milosevic 
in Serbia and in other parts of fopner Yugoslavia, into a 
murderous onslaught upon the member populations of former 
Yugoslavia. 

This attack by the Serbian forces under Milosevic of the 
southern flank of Central Europe �recludes any intelligent, 
effective assistance to Russia, as l<mg as this ulcerating con
dition is tolerated. This condition �st be removed, the Serbs 
must be checked, and the states qf the region must return 
to the borders established under t�e former government of 
Yugoslavia-with no forcible chorzge in those borders al
lowed; negotiated changes, yes; f�rcible changes, no. But 
first, there must be a return to those borders as the starting 
point for any negotiation. 

. 

Secondly, not only are the 1M., conditionalities and pro
posals of shock therapy, of radical, monetarism, radical free 
trade, and radical global deregulatlon an assurance, as long 
as they are tolerated, of an explosipn of rage within Russia, 
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the inevitable doom of any regime in Russia which is seen as 

too friendly to the Anglo-American chief perpetators of these 
economic policies by Russians, but it must be faced that the 
present international monetary structure is doomed in any 
case; and to sacrifice the prospects of peace with Russia, to 
sacrifice peaceful stability in Russia, for the sake of this IMF
dominated structure, is pure insanity. 

The essence of the problem at the moment is character
ized by the worst bubble in all history, a bubble dominated 
by the explosion of trillions of dollars, tens of trillions, scores 
of trillions of dollars, of accumulation of trade in so-called 
derivatives. 

If this is tolerated, and if the present forms of deregulation 
and free trade upon which this bubble is based continue to 
be tolerated, then the entire world will collapse into the worst 

depression in modem history, since at least the fourteenth 
century in Central Europe. 

The issues on the table at the summit 
Therefore, we must be prepared to sacrifice immediately 

the entire structure of these present IMF-dominated relation
ships. Respecting Russia, what is needed is not simply eco
nomic aid. 

First, we must remove the threat from the southern flank 
of Central Europe, in order to make Europe once again the 
potential springboard for material aid to the process of recon
struction of Eastern European states and the former Soviet 
Union. 

Secondly, respecting Russia: The debt of Russia must 
not simply be reorganized, but reorganized in a manner anal
ogous to the way in which U.S. Treasury Secretary Alexan
der Hamilton, under our President George Washington, reor
ganized the debt of the United States during the period 1789 
through 1794. 

The debt must be restructured to be used as the basis for 
issuance of credit throughout the former Soviet Union for the 
rapid reconstruction of the agriculture, industry, and infra
structure of Russia and adjoining/cooperating states. Only in 
that way can this cancer be tamed and the pyramided debt 
turned into an instrument of fostering stability and general 
economic recovery. 

In addition to solving this problem in Yugoslavia, the 
United States must be prepared to sacrifice its own commit
ment to so-called radical free trade, to radical deregulation, 
to de-industrialization at home, in order to put on the table, 
with the Russians and others, the proposal as follows. 

First of all, we must accept the principle of sovereign 
nation-states as the basis in national political economy for 
internal development of states and for economic cooperation 
among sovereign states. The idea of denationalization of the 
world, is a piece of unworkable lunacy which can only lead 
to the worst result. We must restore the principle of sovereign 
nation-states with sovereign national political economies. 
That is the basis for all workable monetary-economic agree-
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ment; and on that basis, the current external debt of Russia 
I 

can be reorganized in a Hami�tonian fashion. 
Secondly, we must recognize that the world is in fact in 

the throes of a depression dow dominated by the largest, 
most cancerously expanding !financial bubble in all history. 
This bubble must be brought under control, and the source 
o
.
f this disease, the present I*F and related radical moneta

nst proposals, such as thoseLassociated with former Prime 
Minister Margaret Thatcher of Britain, must be extirpated 
from the policies of western lnations and the world institu
tions, as an abomination, wh?se horror and implications are 
now understood as one of the greatest errors of the 20th 
century. I 

We must return to the kinds of axioms of policymaking 
in these matters, which existJd prior to the 1970s launching 
of this bubble of deregulatiod, deindustrialization, and radi-
cal free trade. I 

Those are the primary issues which must be put on the 
table at any meeting betweeh President Boris Yeltsin and 
President Clinton if real prokress is to be made. 

I 

Clinton co""'�'"""'ents on 

SDIasoptio 

On March 23, in bis first press conference since his 
inauguration, President inton was asked about his 
priority for tbe Strategic fense Initiative. 

Question: "Mr. Presid nt, given the fact that both 
the START I and the STA T II treaties are hostage tQ 

the political outcome in oscow and given also the 
potential for conflict, arm conflict , between Russia 
and Ukraine, are you pr ared to draft contingency 
plans, at least, that would ither restore funding or add 
funding to the Strategic fense Initiative, if not the 
space-based part, at least t e ground-based eleJ;llent, as 

a hedge against the worst ssible outcome?" 
Answer by President linton: "Well, we're not in 

a position to make a judg ent about the worst possible 
outcome now. I mean, ke p in mind-and let me say 
I've talked to President vcbuk twice about the 
Ukraine's position on S RT I, and I'm very COD

cerned about the very issu s you raised. But let me say ' 
that even as we speak, I' not ready to say tbat there's 
a strong likelibood that i e can't proceed with both 
START I and START II d that we can't resolve the 
conflicts between Russia .d Ukraine. If that becomes 
apparent that we can't, tn n we will obviously assess 

our position and all of our ptions ." 
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